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“Current state of high-precision EM side-channels and implications on FPGA-based cryptography”,
Johann Heyszl

High-precision measurement setups for the near-field magnetic field of integrated circuits at close
distance allow for very precise evaluations, and attacks, on cryptographic implementations. In a
sequence of publications based on FPGA implementations, we have shown the significant impact
on different directions. For example, such measurements allow for dedicated attacks on asymmetric
cryptographic algorithm implementations by exploiting location-properties or storage cells. Also,
such measurements significantly increase the efficiency of attacks against symmetric cryptographic
algorithms. While countermeasures such as dual-rail implementations seem invalidated by such
side-channel analyses, leakage-resilient constructions retain a (small) protection level. Future work
will show whether new such constructions will provide sufficient protection, even against such high-
precision measurements

“Cache attacks: From side channels to fault attacks”,
Clémentine Maurice

Hardware is usually represented as an abstract layer, executing instructions and producing a result.
However, hardware can pave the way to vulnerabilities at the software layer, by creating side effects
on computations. Microarchitectural side-channel attacks exploit microarchitectural properties of
IT systems in order to reveal secret values that are processed by the systems, without any physical
access to the device. The CPU cache is a component of choice for an attacker to launch side-channel
attacks, as the last-level cache is shared across cores of the same CPU in modern processors. In
this presentation, we start by detailing state-of-the-art cache attacks such as Flush+Reload and
Prime+Probe. Some of these attacks are rendered difficult by the fact that the last-level cache
addressing function and the replacement policy is undocumented in modern Intel processors. We
detail these challenges and how we solve them, as well as how we use this knowledge to perform a
fault attack on the DRAM, known as Rowhammer, from JavaScript
“State of the Art in Lightweight Symmetric Cryptography”,
Léo Perrin

Lightweight cryptography has been one of the “hot topics” in symmetric cryptography in the recent years. A huge number of lightweight algorithms have been published, standardized and/or used in commercial products. In this talk, we present different “lightweight” algorithms corresponding to different niches of the design space and present some lessons we can learn from them.

First, A5-GCM1 and A5-GCM-2 illustrate what should not be done when designing such a primitive. Both are proprietary algorithms used in competing standards for satellite phone communication. Though initially secret, they were reverse-engineered and, quickly thereafter, attacked with practical complexity. Many other proprietary algorithms are used in contexts where performances play a crucial role and, unfortunately, most of them do not offer a security level comparable to that of, say, the AES.

Then, we turn our attention to Plantlet and LEA. Both are specialized algorithms optimized with a clear target in mind. Plantlet is a stream cipher designed to minimize its area requirement in hardware as much as possible. On the other hand, LEA is one of the most efficient block cipher on micro-controllers, due in part to its use of the ARX paradigm. This optimization influences both the choice of the primitive (for example, a stream cipher like Plantlet can only provide privacy) and the choice of its internal components (ARX primitives are easy to implement efficiently in software).

Finally, we look at a do-it-all algorithm, GIMLI. Its versatility can be seen both at the functional level—it is a sponge permutation, meaning that it can easily provide encryption, authentication, a PRNG, etc—and at the implementation level: its round function is intended to provide a compromise allowing an efficient implementation on all platforms at once. However, an attack targeting 22.5 out of 24 of its rounds was found shortly after its publication. It reminds us that, even for algorithms published after peer review, external cryptanalysis is a necessity. In fact, several lightweight block ciphers from academia have been broken such as Klein or Zorro.

“Towards Low Energy Block Ciphers”,
Francesco Regazzoni

In the last decade, several lightweight block ciphers and hash functions have been proposed. Different metrics have been used to evaluate their performances, including area, power consumption, and energy. Among them, energy is certainly the one which received least attention. Energy, however, is a crucial parameter for for battery operated devices, and will certainly be much more relevant in the near future, when billions of IoT devices will be deployed everywhere and connected to the network.

This talk presents several approaches that can be applied to block ciphers for minimizing their energy consumption. Firstly, we will present advances of technological libraries and design tools, and we discuss if and how they could be useful for reducing the energy consumption of cryptographic functions. Secondly, we will see how energy minimization could be tackled at architectural level, discussing energy efficient implementations of block ciphers.

The final idea we discuss consists in designing new block ciphers, having low energy in mind since the beginning. To this end, the talks will present the reasoning behind the design of Midori, the first block cipher designed to optimize the energy consumed per bit in encryption or decryption operation. The work presented in the talk was mainly carried out by Subhadeep Banik, Andrey Bogdanov, and Francesco Regazzoni.
Session I: Distance-bounding and RFID security protocols

“An optimal distance bounding protocol based on pre-computation”,
Sjouke Mauw, Jorge Toro-Pozo and Rolando Trujillo-Rasua

Distance bounding protocols use the round trip time of a challenge-response cycle to provide an upper bound on the distance between prover and verifier. In order to obtain an accurate upper bound, the computation time at the prover’s side should be minimum, which can be achieved by precomputing the responses and storing them in a lookup table. However, such lookup-based distance bounding protocols suffer from a trade-off between security and the size of the lookup table. For instance, the Tree-based protocol by Avoine and Tchamkerten provides an optimal mafia-fraud security level of $\frac{1}{n^2}(1 + \frac{n}{2})$ (where $n$ is the number of rounds) at the cost of an exponential amount of memory. In the context of resource constrained systems this may not be the most appropriate protocol. In this talk, we will analyse this security-memory trade-off, and show a novel protocol that strikes optimal resistance to mafia fraud given a bound on the size of the protocol.

“Performance Evaluation of an Advanced Man-in-the-Middle Attack Against Certain HB Authentication Protocols”,
Miodrag J. Mihaljević, Siniša Tomović and Milica Kneević

We consider Man-in-the-Middle (MIM) attacks against certain HB authentication protocols [1] which consists of the following three phases proposed in [2]: (i) estimation the weight of the error vector based on the rejection rate after number of modified authentication sessions; (ii) recovering i-th bit of the error vector based on the estimated weight of and the rejection rate after an additional number of modified authentication sessions where i-th position of the error vector is flipped, $i = 1, 2, ..., m$; (iii) construction and solving a system of linear equations where unknowns are the secret key bits. The MIM attack reported in [2], we call OOV MIM attack, and the considered advanced one have the same phase (i). Phase (ii) of OOV MIM attack is based on an approximation and employment inversion of the Gaussian function. Phase (ii) of the considered advanced MIM attack is based on employment of optimal Bayesian decision which minimizes the probability of error. Phase (iii) of OOV MIM attack employs a straightforward solving of the system of equations, and this phase of the advanced MIM attack is based on dedicated part-by-part solving the system of equations. The phase (iii) of advanced approach is based on the following: Entire system of equations could be split into subsystems, and each subsystem could be solved and checked independently: Independent solving and checking the solutions provides that higher probability of error in estimation of bits in the vector of noise is tolerated and consequently opens door for reduction of the attack complexity.

This talk provides performance evaluation of the advanced MIM attack and its comparison with OOV MIM attack.

References

This presentation shows a novel, work-in-progress implementation of a system, which employs multiple honeypots and a command server that utilizes machine learning to detect new attack types or possible large-scale DDoS attacks in their early phase, called the “IoT HoneyBot”. The implementation is continuation on an already completed master thesis project that involved constructing a honeypot system to mimic IoT devices with the goal of coping with manual and Mirai-based telnet attacks.

**Description**: Current implementation consists of Node.js front-end, which interacts with attackers, and Python back-end which reports and stores logs. Two scripts, essentially two honeypots, comprise the front-end. The first one is tasked with handling manually created malicious traffic, e.g. a human attacker who manually connects to our honeypot using the telnet command.

The manual component gives the attacker a fictitious terminal that includes fake login banner, command responses and file system. It uses a complementary file which defines these aspects of emulation. If emulation of another device is required, one needs only to run this component with dedicated file for that device; no code modifications are needed. The second script handles Mirai traffic through recon and infect phases. It faithfully recreates responses that Mirai expects in each phase, making the Mirai bot conclude that it is connected to a valid device.

The back-end is a Python script which receives log data from the front-end, decrypts it, transforms it into readable form, reports it to the user and stores it permanently. It also contains the list of username-password combinations which it uses to validate login attempts. We stationed this component behind a firewall to enhance the data protection, but other deployment strategies are possible. All communication between front-end and back-end is encrypted using AES-256.

Based on this approach, we propose an idea for future upgrade of said master thesis honeypot project, which would be called “IoT HoneyBot”. The system would be organized in a similar way to malicious client-server botnets; there would be one protected command server and a large number of deployed front-end components. Each front-end component would handle incoming traffic and report it to the central server, operate with at least SSH and telnet protocols, and would use configuration attained from the command server to define which IoT device/OS that component should emulate. The command server would also receive and handle log data. Encryption would be used to secure the communication between honeypot bots and the server.

The main upgrade regarding the system behavior is usage of machine learning techniques to identify new types of attacks. Whenever unknown data is received, not attributable to a known attack type, a response from a database of already known attacks would be picked, based on the input or randomly, and sent to the attacker. Wrong response would result in an interrupted session, since attack would most likely be cancelled by the attacker. Thus, cooperation of multiple honeypot bots would speed up the learning process in case of an attack involving multiple targets. Connections between bots would be allowed to study how certain malware propagates. All received data would be collected for further analysis by the user.

After learning process is done and new attack added to the database, the configuration files
would be updated to allow for handling of this new type of attack. The new, updated configuration files would be usable by every honeypot bot, depending on which bot the user wishes to emulate which device. This process would allow for future capturing/detection capabilities towards larger collection of malicious traffic.

Another important functionality of the IoT HoneyBot would be prevention/detection of an incoming DDoS attack. Based on received traffic and how many honeypot bots are affected by it in a certain period of time, an analysis could be conducted to determine whether there is an impending danger of a DDoS attack in the near future and what could be its possible targets. Successful analysis would enable us to prevent any further damage.

The specific maximum number of supported honeypot bots would depend mainly on hardware used for HoneyBot deployment. Our current implementation already operates using threads, which enables handling multiple connections at the same time. Data from multiple connections is distinctly separated and easily readable, even when multiple connections are established from the same IP address. Current logging model consists of a separate log file for each unique IP address, allowing for access to entire history of attacks originating from one common source. This model would be expanded with a module solely dedicated to storing command-response pairs for easier analysis of new attack types.

Deploying a large group of honeypot nodes in this fashion would allow for much more detailed analysis of large-scale threats that target multiple IoT devices and use them for malicious purposes. It would enable us to determine propagation paths of various malwares, vulnerabilities of specific devices to any specific malware, intercommunication of infected IoT devices and learn to cope with new attacks faster. We believe that this system would contribute towards improvement of global Internet security.

“On symbolic verification of distance-bounding protocols”,
Sjouke Mauw, Zach Smith, Jorge Toro-Pozo and Rolando Trujillo-Rasua

Contactless systems are gaining more and more popularity nowadays. An increasing number of applications, including ticketing, access control, e-passports, tracking services, and mobile payments, make use of contactless communication technologies such as RFID and NFC. However, contactless communication is known to be vulnerable to relay attacks [6]: a man-in-the-middle attack where an adversary relays the verbatim messages that are being exchanged through the network.

To face relay attacks, Desmedt et al. [2, 3] introduced the notion of distance-bounding protocols. These are cryptographic protocols that securely establish an upper bound on the physical distance between a verifier and one or more provers.

Existing symbolic verification frameworks for distance-bounding protocols consider the agents’ actions occurrence time and the agents’ location. One of these frameworks is the one proposed by Basin et al. [1, 9] whose implementation is written in an adapted version of the higher-order theorem-proving tool Isabelle/HOL [8].

On the basis of Basin et al’s approach, we introduce a definition of secure distance-bounding that discards the notions of time and location. Instead, it considers the causal ordering of events. This allows us to verify the correctness of distance-bounding protocols with standard protocol verification tools such as Tamarin [7], ProVerif [4] and Scyther [5]. That is to say, we provide the first fully automated verification framework for distance-bounding protocols. By using our framework, we confirmed known vulnerabilities in a number of protocols and discovered unreported attacks against two recently published protocols.
Secure authentication is a well-established research area in cryptography and several good solutions are available and used every day. Unfortunately, for low-cost inexpensive computing elements, like RFID tags, it is a quite challenging problem. The hardware imposes very strong constraints on the computing capabilities of the small elements. Hence, standardized techniques based on public key cryptography or on symmetric key primitives cannot be employed in the design.

Due to the above constraints, there are two choices: either to give up because it is difficult (if not even impossible) to achieve the security standard we get in other levels of our digital infrastructure, or to try to achieve a reasonable security level also in applications using these cheap computing elements. Indeed, it is redundant to say that they are becoming a crucial end point of smart automated solutions within the so-called “Internet of Things”.

The current state of knowledge is quite poor: we do not have any impossibility result within a model for such ultralightweight protocols but, at the same time, all ultralightweight authentication protocols, designed according to some ad-hoc approach, proposed in the last years, have been analyzed and weaknesses of different significance and impact have been quickly found and used to break the protocols.
In some papers many warnings have been raised against such ad-hoc solutions. In [2] a full analysis of one of the most representative ultralightweight authentication protocol at that time was provided, and in general the limits of such an ad hoc approach, not based on sound security arguments, were stressed. Moreover recently, in [1], a full guide to the common pitfalls which are usually present in the design of ultralightweight authentication protocols has been provided to designers and practitioners. Nevertheless, ad-hoc protocols with informal security analyses continue to be presented at a considerable rate and they are broken quickly after publication.

Compared to the first protocol proposals of the last years, the new feature which almost all of them exhibit is that some more involved transforms of the data stored in the tag memory are used in order to construct the messages the Reader and the Tag send to each other to be confident of the reciprocal identities. However, as before, also for these sort of generation 2.0 ultralightweight authentication protocols, the informal security analyses are based solely on the following, questionable and very weak, conclusion: since the transforms are complex, only the legal parts who share the secret keys can produce the correct messages required by the authentication protocol; for the same reason, no adversarial entity, without the secret keys, can be successful with non negligible probability, that is, the best attack that can be applied is to guess the secret keys, which belong to an exponentially large set. In other words the entire security proof, in most cases, reduces to the alleged complexity of the transforms.

**Contribution:** We analyze some of the most recent ultralightweight authentication protocols which uses such transforms, and we show that all of them have some weaknesses which can be used to mount very efficient attacks. We also point out that the crucial point is that such transforms achieve poor confusion and diffusion. And an adversary can build ad-hoc attacks to reduce from exponential to constant the number of trials needed to break a target authentication protocol.

**Transforms analysis and attacks.** Lightweight protocols use bit manipulation operations to protect the secret values used for computing the messages the parties send to each other. We review the transforms used in various protocols and provide results that can be used for attacks. More specifically, we describe and analyze the following transforms: the pseudo-Kasami code transform $K_c$, used in [4], the recursive hash transform $R_h$, used in [5, 6], the conversion transform $C_{on}$, used in [3], and a transform based on a Feistel cipher [7]. We show that all of them present some weaknesses which can be used to efficiently defeat the protocols.

- **KMAP.** The protocol KMAP, introduced in [4], is a mutual authentication protocol. According to the authors, “KMAP avoids unbalanced logical operations (or, and) and introduces a new ultralightweight primitive, the pseudo-Kasami code, which enhances the diffusion properties of the protocol messages and makes the Hamming weight of the secrets unpredictable and irreversible”. We exploit the weaknesses in the pseudo-Kasami transform and provide efficient attacks against some of the security properties of the protocol.

- **RCIA.** The protocol RCIA, introduced in [5], is a mutual authentication protocol. In RCIA, tags use only three main operations, the bitwise and, or, and bit rotation, and a non-triangular recursive hash transform. We exploit the insights on the recursive hash function transform and we provide an efficient impersonation attack.

- **SASI**. The protocol SASI+, introduced in [6], is a mutual authentication protocol. It incorporates only bitwise operations, xor, rotation and, like RCIA, the recursive hash transform. We show how to mount an impersonation attack leveraging on RCIA weaknesses.
**SLAP.** The protocol SLAP, introduced in [3], uses only bitwise operations like xor and rotation and a conversion transform. The authors stress that the conversion transform is the main security component of the system “with properties such as irreversibility, sensibility, full confusion and low complexity”, with better performance compared to previous protocols if they are not absent at all. Also for this protocol we exploit the weaknesses of the transform and provide an efficient impersonation attack.

**FCS-based Protocol.** Very recently, in [7], the authors have proposed a lightweight transform based on the structure of a Feistel Cipher. The approach is quite interesting because it suggests in the design of an ultralightweight protocol the use in a light form of well-known techniques in the standard symmetric key setting. Unfortunately, the specific choices in the design of the round function in the FCS-based transform, produce a weak transform. In particular, the transform is not pseudorandom in a cryptographic sense: an efficient distinguisher can take apart it from a truly random function. Again, the distinguisher leverages on the poor confusion and diffusion achieved by the transform.

**Acknowledgement.** We thank Domenico Desiato and Giovanni Ciampi for implementing in C language the attacks during their thesis work, providing us useful experimental data and insights.
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Session II: Other lightweight protocols

“Rescuing LoRaWAN 1.0”,
Gildas Avoine and Loic Ferreira

In parallel with the coming up of the Internet of Things, several communication protocols have been proposed, which technical specifics differ depending on the intended use case. For instance the Bluetooth wireless protocol allows only short distance communication (several meters). Technologies such as ZigBee or Z-Wave afford medium range distance communication (roughly a hundred meters) and aim at reducing the energy needed by the nodes to set up and maintain a mesh network.

As for long range distance communication (several kilometers), proposals have been made, such as LoRa. LoRa, developed by Semtech company, aims to set up a Low-Power Wide-Area Network (LPWAN), based on a long range, low rate, wireless technology. It is somewhat similar to a cellular technology (2G/3G/4G mobile systems) but optimised for IoT/M2M. LoRa does not require a spectrum license since it uses free (but regulated) radio spectrum (e.g., 863-870 MHz in Europe, 902-928 MHz in the USA, 779-787 MHz in China). A LoRa device, with an autonomous power-supply, is supposed to communicate through several kilometers in an urban area, and to have a lifespan up to eight or ten years. LoRaWAN is a protocol aiming at securing the Medium Access Control layer of a LoRa network. It is designed by the LoRa Alliance, an association gathering more than 400 members (telecom operators, semiconductor manufacturers, digital security companies, hardware manufacturers, network suppliers, etc.).

Public and private LoRaWAN networks are deployed in more than 50 countries worldwide by telecom operators (SK Telecom, FastNet, ZTE, KPN, Orange, Proximus, etc.), private providers (e.g., LORIOT.io), and private initiatives (e.g., The Things Network). Several nationwide networks are already deployed in Europe (France, Netherlands), Asia (South Korea), Africa (South Africa), Oceania (New Zealand), providing coverage to at least half of the population. Trials are launched in Japan, the USA (starting with a hundred cities), China (the expected coverage extend to 100 million homes and 300 million people), India (the first phase network aims to cover 400 million people across the country). The version 1.0.1 followed by version 1.0.2 of the LoRaWAN specification have been released in 2016. In this paper we focus on this last version which is the released 1.0 version currently worldwide deployed.

Our contribution is twofold. Firstly we provide an extensive analysis of the protocol and show it suffers from several weaknesses. Then we describe how attacks, not only theoretical but also practical, based on the protocol flaws may be performed. Secondly we provide several recommendations aiming at mitigating the attacks while at the same time keeping the interoperability between a patched equipment and a non modified one. Our results show that all the attacks we describe may be thwarted if the recommended corrections are applied to the NS and the devices.

We emphasise that the aforementioned attacks, due to the protocol weaknesses, do not lean on potential implementation or hardware bugs, and are likely to be successful against any equipment implementing LoRaWAN 1.0. Likewise the attacks do not entail a physical access to the targeted equipment and are independent from the means used to protect secret values (e.g., using a tamper resistant module such as a Secure Element). Thus our attacker, standing between a LoRaWAN device and the NS, needs only to act on the air interface: she needs to eavesdrop on data exchanged between the device and the server, and to send data to these equipment. In particular the attacker do not need to get a physical access to the targeted device (or server).

We think that the countermeasures we propose represent straightforward changes to be implemented. We present new attacks against LoRaWAN 1.0, and for each of them we provide a precise description of its goal, its implementation, the technical means used, and the tangible consequences. Moreover our attacks do not lean on strong assumptions such as the ability to get a physical access to, and to monitor a device or the NS. In addition we describe attacks targeting either a device or the NS. The attacks and their precise description, the adversary model (which does not imply a physical access to any equipment, in particular the device), and the two kinds of targeted equipment (device and server) are the main aspects
that differentiate our work compared to previous works.
Session III: Hardware and software security engineering

“Cryptographic Hardware from Untrusted Components”,
Vasilios Mavroudis, Andrea Cerulli, Petr Svenda, Dan Cvrcek, Dusan Klinec and George Danezis

The semiconductor industry is fully globalized, and integrated circuits (ICs) are commonly defined, designed and fabricated in different premises across the world. This reduces production costs, but also exposes ICs to supply chain attacks, where insiders introduce malicious circuitry into the final products. As a result, the security of critical systems that rely on such ICs for cryptographic operations is jeopardized. Existing detection and prevention techniques are brittle, as new threats are able to circumvent them quickly or come with unrealistically high manufacturing costs and complexity. This work follows a different approach and introduces a novel high-level architecture that enables cryptographic devices to maintain their security properties in the presence of malicious hardware components.

Unlike prior mitigation efforts that focused on detecting or preventing errors, our work proposes Myst, an architecture that utilizes cryptographic schemes to distribute trust between multiple ICs, sourced from different supply chains. This ensures that unless an adversary manages to breach all these supply chains, the device remains secure. Our architecture is directly applicable in many critical systems with high-security needs that use secure crypto-processors to carry out sensitive tasks (e.g., key generation and storage, digital signing) or to maintain a protective layer against cyber-attacks and security breaches. For instance, banking infrastructure, military equipment and even space stations that utilize crypto-processors embedded into Hardware Security Modules, Trusted Platform Modules and Cryptographic Accelerators.

Our key insight is that by combining established privacy enhancing technologies (PETs), with mature fault-tolerant system architectures, we can distribute trust between multiple components originating from non-crossing supply chains, thus reducing the likelihood of compromises. To achieve this, we deploy cryptographic schemes on top of an N-variant system architecture, and build a trusted platform that supports a wide-range of commonly used cryptographic operations (e.g., random number and key generation, decryption, signing). However, unlike N-variant systems, instead of replicating the computations on all processing units, Myst uses multi-party cryptographic schemes so that each IC holds only a share of each secret (and not the whole secret itself). Hence, as long as one of the components remains honest, the secret cannot be reconstructed or leaked.

Our proposed architecture is of particular interest for two distinct categories of hardware vendors:

- Design houses that outsource the fabrication of their ICs.
- Manufacturers that rely on commercial off-the-shelf components to build their high-assurance hardware.

Design houses have much better control over the IC fabrication and the supply chain, and this allows them to take full advantage of our architecture. In particular, they can combine existing detection and prevention techniques with our proposed design, to reduce the likelihood of compromises for individual components. On the other hand, commercial off-the-shelf vendors have less control as they have limited visibility in the fabrication process and the supply chain. However, they can still mitigate risk by using ICs from sources, known to run their own fabrication facilities. To our knowledge, this is the first work that combines cryptographic schemes with an N-variant design, to build and evaluate a hardware module architecture that is tolerant to multiple components carrying trojans or errors. To achieve that, we introduce a distributed variant of Schnorr blind signatures that enables Myst to remain competitive in terms of performance compared to single-IC systems. For our evaluation, we build a custom board featuring 120 highly tamper-resistant ICs, and use it to benchmark the performance and reliability of the system in random number and key generation, public key decryption and signing.
“Scalable Key Rank Estimation and Key Enumeration Algorithm for Large Keys”,
Vincent Grosso

Evaluation of security margins after a side-channel attack is an important step of side-channel resistance evaluation. The security margin indicates the brute force effort needed to recover the key given the leakages. In the recent years, several solutions for key rank estimation algorithms have been proposed. All these solutions give an interesting trade-off between the tightness of the result and the time complexity for symmetric key. Unfortunately, none of them has a linear complexity in the number of subkeys, that make these solutions slow for large (asymmetric) keys. In this paper, we present a solution to obtain a key rank estimation algorithm with a reasonable trade-off between the efficiency and the tightness that is suitable for large keys. Moreover, by applying backtracking we obtain a parallel key enumeration algorithm.

Side-channel attacks are powerful attacks against cryptographic implementations. To perform a side-channel attack, an attacker needs to be able to measure some physical properties (e.g. power consumption, electromagnetic radiation) of the device while it is computing some operations. With this additional information, some attacks can be performed against cryptographic implementations. This kind of attack has been used to mount some attack against real devices [1]. Hence, having secure implementations for cryptographic algorithms is required.

To defeat side-channel attacks, cryptographic implementations should embed appropriate countermeasures. The security margins that the countermeasures offer should be tested. For that evaluation lab generally launch some popular attacks to evaluate if an adversary can break an implementation by performing, for example, a key recovery attack. This is adapted since the leakage of an implementation highly depends on the device. Hence, the security obtained by the implementation is highly dependent on the underlying device.

Most of state of the art side-channel attacks follows a divide-and-conquer strategy, where the master key is split into several pieces, called subkeys. The attacker/evaluator mounts an independent attack for each of these subkeys. A security evaluation only based on a success or failure of a key recovery attack is limited by the computational power of the evaluator. To get rid of this limitation a solution is to compute the rank of the key instead of performing a key recovery attack. The rank corresponds to the number of keys needed to be tested before recovering the actual key. Recently, several papers study how to evaluate the security by evaluating the computational power required after a side-channel attack [2, 3, 4, 5]. These papers compute an estimation of the rank of the key after a side-channel attack, without being limited by the evaluator computational power. All these papers focus on symmetric key size. In [3] the authors managed to evaluate ranks for 1024-bit keys, but for larger keys this solution could have some limitations.

Our contributions. We study the cost of the solution of Glowacz et al. for large keys. Next, we present a variation of this key rank estimation algorithm. This variation allows us to obtain a linear complexity of the algorithm in the number of subkeys. To the best of our knowledge it is the first efficient key ranking algorithm to offer such complexity. We then derive some tighter bound for our construction. These tight bounds allow us to have an efficient and tight solution for key rank estimation for large keys (size greater than 1024 bits). Remark our method offers a trade-off between efficiency and tightness of the result. That is a new feature for large key evaluation as the only efficient solution of Choudary and Popescu [6] can not tighten the bounds provide.

Finally by applying similar idea as Poussier et.al [7], we show that our key rank algorithm can be transformed to a key enumeration algorithm.
As the need for security in ubiquitous computing systems becomes evident, many such devices are equipped with hardware security tokens featuring cryptographic IP cores. Such tokens and their IP core tend to leak sensitive information that if collected can reveal such information using Side Channel Analysis Attacks (SCAs). To evaluate such systems against SCAs and overall leakage, security engineers must collect a considerable amount of DUT leakage traces, to grade the applicability of popular SCAs like Differential Power Analysis (DPA), Correlation DPA [1] or Mutual Information Analysis (MIA) [2], as well as perform information theoretic leakage/vulnerability tests (mutual information tests or leakage statistic order t-tests/Welch t-tests).
The highly-specialized skills required for the evaluation of ubiquitous computing system device security components become a true barrier for the identification of additional security issues. This obstacle is strengthened by the lack of an overall platform that would enable the estimation of information leakage from different devices. While in theory, the testing approach as well as the employed trace collection tool-set can be designed exclusively for a specific cryptographic implementation (e.g. AES, RSA etc.), in practice, experienced SCA analysts require a generic and flexible tool-set and DUT leakage evaluator (e.g. test vector leakage assessment, TVLA, [3, 4] and its variations [5, 6]), that needs to be easily adapted to the DUT they are currently evaluating [7] and still be able to collect huge amount of traces in a reasonably fast way.

There exists a restricted number of trace collection platforms to be used for testing DUTs either for specific SCAs or overall leakage. Open source SCA setups that are widely used by the research community [8, 9] have either very primitive software/hardware support or they are built on low-cost equipment that cannot endure very sophisticated attacks without having considerable custom software code developed by an attacker. To collect huge amounts of traces (e.g. leakage assessment requires millions of traces [5]) in reasonable time, custom hardware control mechanisms on a platform are developed specifically for the respective DUT’s cryptographic algorithm implementation, to provide the appropriate DUT test vector inputs. This considerably increases the development time of the control mechanism (a different control implementation for each crypto-algorithm on test) and restricts its re-usability. Industrial SCA evaluation players offer their own proprietary equipment (Riscure [10], CRI [11]) partially addressing the above problem but at a cost that only high budget security labs can afford. The above trace collection approaches issues (flexibility, cost, ease-of-use, speed) highlight the need for a generic, cheap and easy, practical toolset capable of supporting the latest leakage assessment approaches, providing inputs and collecting outputs to/from a DUT in a unified way regardless of the cryptographic algorithm at hand (whether symmetric or asymmetric).

In an attempt to adapt and improve the existing leakage assessment based cryptanalytic methodologies and tools for the hardware security components to the ubiquitous computing frame work, we designed a mechanism that enables the security assessment of real-world cryptographic IP implementations, regardless of their algorithm implemented internally. We propose an architecture and a mechanism that addresses the above issues by migrating test vector generation and data transmission to the DUT, from the PC software level to the embedded system level. Our proposed system adopts the two FPGA chips isolation approach (a Control FPGA and a cryptography FPGA on a trace collection platform). We propose an embedded system architecture inside the control FPGA consisting of a fully programmable soft-core microprocessor using a reconfigurable peripheral interface that handles communication with the DUT (realized in the Cryptographic FPGA) as well as a customizable hardware interface on the cryptographic FPGA capable of translating our FPGA-to-FPGA custom protocol, to DUT inputs/outputs and commands. Using the proposed approach, the user is provided with a simple-to-use software Application Programming Interface (API) on the microprocessor which can be used to define the DUT inputs/outputs number, byte length and type (random or specific) so as to program leakage assessment and SCAs scenarios and execute them directly on embedded system thus by-passing the slow PC based run-time communication to the DUT. The proposed system can be used regardless of the DUT (supporting up to 4048 bit inputs) thus offering flexibility, reconfigurability, high scalability, fast trace collection and ease of use.

As a reference hardware board, on which to structure and implement the above described proposed architecture, the widely accepted and respected for its low noise trace collection capabilities Sakura-X board, was chosen. This board adopts the isolation between control device and DUT and features 2 FPGA chips, a Spartan 6 acting as the Control FPGA and a Kintex 7 playing the role of the victim hardware implementation. For the proposed implementation, the soft-core Xilinx Microblaze microprocessor was used, due to its broad support by Xilinx in all the firm’s FPGA chips, including SAKURA-X Xilinx Spartan-6 Control FPGA. Nevertheless, there exist various soft-core processors in the open source community or as commercial products (Leon 2/3, openSPARC, ALTERA Nios, RISK V, openRISC etc.) that can be used in the proposed architecture making this architecture applicable to a broad range of FPGA chips (any non-Xilinx Control FPGA).
Using our mechanism with various cryptographic components, the following benefits could be identified compared to the existing competition:

- The attacker is now able to practically realize the multi-encryption trace capture scenario with constant, random or chosen/fixed data sets [12].
- The realization of the multi-encryption scenario leads to large sums of captured waveforms in minimum time.
- The duration of the attack can be greatly reduced because of the ability to use in practice multi-encryption with averaging and hence use fewer traces during an attack execution [12, p.11].
- The effect of various environmental parameters on the trace capturing is minimized since massive trace acquisition can be performed in negligible time (e.g. DPA contest v2 data case [13]).
- Various attack types can be tested on the same target because the amount of time for trace collection is small and manageable. This is valuable in attack approaches that in order to be successful, they require considerable number and diverse types of traces to be collected to overcome a DUT’s SCA countermeasures.
- A DUT does not need to be modified by the user to support repetition of cryptographic procedures and trace capturing. The DUT is just connected as is on the Cryptographic FPGA and repetition of cryptographic procedures is undertaken solely by the proposed interfaces.
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Moving towards the announcement of the final CAESAR cipher, is making suspense escalate. More and more studies are focusing on comparing and contrasting the candidates that made it to the third round, while they are trying to jump to an accurate prediction of the winners. The finalists are, currently, 15 out of 57, that initially participated in 2013; their submissions have all been described in an HDL language and implemented under a common hardware API, referred as CAESAR Hardware API. Meanwhile, they ensure that they retain the three virtues every encryption algorithms guarantees; integrity, confidentiality and authenticity. This study particularly focuses on the work done by three out of fifteen finalists and how their performance can be boosted, and their speed accelerated; the candidates under examination are AES-OTR, Deoxys and OCB. Following to an introduction of the CAESAR contest and a quick overview of the ciphers individually, results and remarks are discussed in the last section of this work. As it is presented, when pipelining technique is applied on the authenticated ciphers implemented on a Virtex 6 FPGA device, an enhancement of throughput is observed universally.
Session IV: Security and privacy of real-world systems

“DECAP-Distributed Extensible Cloud Authentication Protocol”,
Andrea Huszti and Norbert Oláh

Cloud computing is becoming more and more important in the field of information technology, which faces many security challenges. One of the most important issues is to achieve secure users’ authentication. Vulnerability of an authentication protocol results in successful attacks against confidentiality and integrity of user data stored and processed in the cloud.

In scientific papers, one-factor and two-factor authentication solutions are being used in general. In case of one-factor authentication, the user is only protected by a password that is stored in a verification table, many attacks exist against such systems. In 2000, Hwang and Li suggested a new remote user authentication scheme [5], which is based on smart cards. Instead of a password verification table they applied the ElGamal encryption scheme, but an impersonation attack was found. In 2002, Chien, Jan and Tsien proposed a password-based authentication [2], which does not use a verification table and the passwords were chosen freely. Ku and Chen proved that Chien et al’s scheme was vulnerable to several attacks [6]. In 2011, Choudhury et al’ve showed a two-step authentication protocol [3] for cloud computing where one of the factors is the smart card and the other one is the password. They applied an out of band channel. Later, Chen and Jiang detected an impersonation attack in Choudhury et al’s scheme and proposed a new authentication framework which did not use the out of band channel [1]. In practice, OpenStack is one of the most popular cloud computing software. The OpenStack Identity service supports multiple methods of authentication, including user name and password, LDAP, and external authentication methods e.g. Kerberos. There are fears about Kerberos, the so-called Golden Ticket Attack [9, 10] presented on the 2015 RSA Conference slide deck. User authentication is based on secret keys stored on the Kerberos KDC server. If an adversary has a domain or local admin access on an Active Directory domain, he might be able to get the secret key for the KDC server, a golden-ticket, and this way he can manipulate Kerberos tickets to get unauthorized access.

In our protocol called DECAP [4] a person uses a static password and a one-time password for identity verification. The main idea of DECAP is to provide shared responsibility of handling the one-time password, i.e. the one-time password is stored and shared among the cloud servers distributed. We apply a Merkle tree or hash tree for verifying the correctness of the one-time password. A Merkle tree is a binary tree where each non-leaf node is labeled with the hash value of the concatenation of its two children’s labels. The protocol is formalized in the Proverif framework. With Proverif events and injective queries, we have proved that DECAP is secure against external adversaries. We show that DECAP fulfills the typical security requirements of a key exchange protocol, i.e. authentication of the participants, key secrecy, key freshness and confirmation that both parties know the new key in the Dolev-Yao model. By having avoided the asymmetric cryptography, we have achieved good efficiency results in our system.

There are three different participants in the scheme. Users ask for services from the cloud service provider. The cloud service provider consists of several cloud servers and a certificated authentication server. A cloud server which is chosen randomly performs the user authentication. The authentication server is managing the cloud servers. The protocol contains three stages: Registration, Authentication and Synchronization. During the registration phase, each user has to register for the cloud service with his smart card. The static password chosen by the user and the seed of the one-time passwords are exchanged. Since we can generate infinitely many one-time passwords, this phase is rarely executed. It is run when the static password is set and modified. In the authentication phase users verify themselves with the help of their one-time passwords and static password. The cloud server authenticates itself, as well. The MAC key is also exchanged after the mutual authentication. Only a cloudserver chosen randomly and the user participate during this phase. This phase is run a lot of times, hence it should be very efficient. By avoiding asymmetric cryptographic primitives, only hash and MAC calculations are applied for minimizing the computational overhead. There are only three interactions between the cloud server and the user. Three is the minimum
number of interactions for accomplishing the typical security requirements. The synchronization phase which is the last phase is responsible for resetting the one-time password and the hash value that verifies it. During this phase, besides the user and the cloud server chosen randomly in the previous phase, the other cloud servers and the authentication server also participate. There is no interaction between the servers and the user during this phase. The user proceeds his synchronization himself. On server side the authentication server manages the process by communicating with all cloud servers. During the phase of synchronization, due to the Merkle-tree structure the new one-time password is set efficiently, the new root node value is calculated in \( n \) steps.
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“How private is your mobile health advisor? Free popular m-Health apps under review”, Achilleas Papageorgiou, Michael Strigkos, Eugenia Politou, Efthimios Alepis, Agusti Solanas and Constantinos Patsaki

The use of smartphones, wearables and embedded portable devices, which enable other devices to become “smarter”, are continuously gaining interest and market share, and they have become ubiquitous in people’s daily activities. Mobile apps have experienced a significant growth either as health promoters for fitness and health prevention, or as health calendars and advisors. Developers and publishers are providing health or medical related content and services to support and engage their users.

These emerging apps, which could be classified within the field of mobile health (m-Health) [1], create a highly sensitive ecosystem for personal data process, storage and sharing [3, 4, 5]. Moreover, due to smartphones numerous embedded sensors and advanced processing capabilities, most apps often store and process not only health-related data but other sensitive information as well, such as the user’s location, his/her list of contacts and photographs, etc.
In this talk, we report our investigations on the exposure of m-health apps’ users, as their core data is very sensitive and the developers of most widely used apps are expected to have integrated many protection mechanisms. Therefore, we have selected 20 of the most popular free m-Health apps in Google Play Store, based on a set of strict content, quality and installation criteria and we have performed an in-depth analysis of their behavior and sharing practices regarding the secure and private transmission of their users’ data.

The major questions we have posed in our study are the following:

1. What data are shared?
2. Which entities can access users’ data?
3. What data are shared with each entity?
4. Are these data transmitted securely?
5. How do developers respond to bug reports?
6. How much time do security/privacy issues take to be fixed?
7. How well prepared are we for the General Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR) enforcement?

To evaluate the apps, we have developed an assessment methodology and we have performed two rounds of tests from February 2016 to August 2017. After reporting our first results to the app vendors and we checked how many of the apps have fixed the reported issues. In addition, during our second round of assessment we checked a set of critical functional or non-functional requirements regarding the compliance with the upcoming GDPR [2] by the 19 remaining apps in Google Play Store.

Summary of main findings

Health data sharing. We have collected health-related transmitted keywords and/or phrases related to the health status or the medical condition of the user. Our experiments show that 80% (N=16) of the analyzed apps transmit users’ health related data, while 20% (N=4) store them locally on the device. In terms of security, only 50% (N=8) of those apps transmit the health data over an encrypted channel.

Location privacy exposure. Our analysis shows that 7 out of the 20 apps transmit the user location. Moreover, 4 of those apps send their users’ location to 5 distinct third party domains, while 3 of those transmit the location over plain HTTP. Especially, in one of the apps, which did not offer any special geolocated service to their users, two of its third parties advertisement services asked for the user’s geolocation at a rate of almost one request each 3 seconds within a timeframe of approximately 12 minutes.

Passwords transmission. While 8 out of the 11 apps that ask for a password use HTTPS connections to transmit their users’ passwords, we cannot conclude that all of them fully protect their users. Our findings show that many of the SSL/TLS connections that we captured have weaknesses and could not be considered fully secure. In addition, we have identified apps that transmit the passwords via GET requests even over HTTP connections.

GDPR readiness. Our study indicates that most of the apps do not comply with GDPR [2] requirements. For example, only 7 out of the 19 apps provide users with an option to withdraw their consent and, thus, they unable the erasure of any previously consented information. Additionally, only 8 out of 19 apps notify their users in advance, even before their registration, that they are sharing data with third parties.

Our results indicate that most of the applications do not follow well-known practices and guidelines, exposing, thus, the privacy of millions of users to severe privacy risks. The transmission of data in plain text, the use of GET instead of POST requests for sensitive data transmission (exposing information in URLs) and insecure software practices and decisions, are some of the major open issues for developers to solve towards enhanced privacy when building m-health apps. User profiling, either for advertising and marketing purposes or for user behavior monitoring, are also a growing concern. Finally, our results show that the upcoming GDPR enforcement requires a lot of effort by app developers and publisher towards their successful compliance.
A growing number of companies and organizations have to deal with multiple kinds of information systems (e.g., management information systems, decision support systems, data warehouses, enterprise resource planning, and geographical information systems, among others) to store as much information as possible in order to extract added-value knowledge and make better operational and strategical decisions. Particularly, they can obtain huge benefits by defining, executing, controlling and efficiently managing their business processes.

Business processes consist in a set of activities aiming at accomplishing certain organizational goals (i.e., products or services) for their customers. For instance, by monitoring organizational business processes, organizations can optimize their resources, identify bottlenecks, detect inefficiencies or hidden dependencies, and make better decisions for future improvements. However, these tasks are not easy due to the large and concurrent amounts of processes that organizations have in place.

Most techniques to monitor the execution of business processes are based on events (i.e., atomic pieces of information). For each business process, the activity, resources, time-stamp, identifiers and other details are registered in event log files (i.e., each entry in the log file is an event). The analysis of those events, stored in log files, helps to determine the real behavior of the studied processes and supports their alignment with their expected behavior (i.e., their conformance). Thus, exploiting such event data meaningfully is a promising way to obtain knowledge about the organizational business processes. These techniques have been grouped under the new research field of process mining.

Process mining is a relative young research discipline that embraces, on the one hand, machine learning and data mining techniques and, on the other hand, process modeling and analysis. The main idea of process mining is to discover, monitor and improve real processes by extracting knowledge from event logs readily available in today’s information systems. With the information of event log files, three types of process mining techniques can be applied: (i) discovery, a technique that produces process models from event logs without any a priori information, (ii) conformance, involving the comparison of an existing process model with an event log of the same process (to verify the degree of alignment), and (iii) enhancement, in order to extend or improve existing process models using the information about the processes recorded in the event log files. [1, 2] (cf. Figure 1).
Process mining techniques rely on the quality of log files. Dealing with noisy and incomplete files is a main challenge that process mining algorithms must face. However, event log files might contain sensitive data (e.g., in hospitals: individual health conditions and treatments) that must be carefully managed to guarantee individuals privacy. Specially in situations in which process mining techniques are externalized (i.e., subcontracted to third parties) it is necessary to put in place the proper measures to avert re-identification and other privacy violations. In such cases, data distortion could be used to prevent the disclosure of sensitive data.

Despite the sensitiveness and particularities (e.g., healthcare-related processes have particular characteristics such as high degree of context dynamism, complexity and multi-disciplinary nature [3]) of the healthcare domain, process mining has been applied [4, 5, 6] with the promise to improve the quality of service, optimize resources and reduce costs.

Research on process mining applied to healthcare focuses on the use of raw data stored in the medical/hospital information system, which contains private information. This makes sense since the goal is to obtain accurate and realistic views of the healthcare processes. However, due to the high sensitivity of medical data, these analyses might not conform with new EU privacy regulations (especially, when these studies are externalized). To mitigate this problem, we study the use of process mining techniques on protected datasets (i.e., properly anonymized). This is an unexplored research direction that opens the door to new challenges and opportunities. By applying privacy-preserving techniques (e.g., micro-aggregation) to event log files containing sensitive data, current process mining techniques might reduce their effectiveness. Thus, it is interesting to study how process models differ when they are generated from raw events or privacy-preserved events (cf. Figure 2).

Our study has special relevance when personal data are considered from the legal point of view, with the enforcement of the new European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in May 2018 [7], which strengthens the protection of personal data, specially those referring to sensitive data, for all individuals within the European Union. In the near future, the correct management of sensitive personal data will be in the focus of the European Union, implying the appearance of new forms of data analysis (e.g. privacy-preserving process mining) complying with such requirements.

In this talk, we will revisit the concept of process mining and its relation with the healthcare sector,
which encompass sensitive personal data. Also, we will discuss the main challenges and opportunities for the unexplored field of privacy-preserving process mining in the context of the enforcement of the incoming European GDPR.
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“Statistical Disclosure Control meets Recommender Systems: A practical approach”,
Fran Casino and Augusti Solanas

Our society lives in an age where the eagerness for information has resulted in problems such as infobesity, especially after the arrival of Web 2.0. In this context, automatic systems such as recommenders are increasing their relevance, since they help to distinguish useful information from noise. Nowadays, recommender systems (RS) [1] play an active role in the Internet through the advances in data mining and artificial intelligence. Collaborative Filtering (CF) [2] is a kind of recommender system that comprises a large family of recommendation methods. The aim of CF is to suggest/recommend items (e.g. books, films or routes) based on the preferences of users (U) that have already acquired and/or rated some of those items.

The widespread use of CF on the Internet provides great opportunities and benefits for both companies and users, but there is a major drawback: the lack of users’ privacy. Careless management of personal information, besides being against the legislation in most countries, could lead to serious consequences for both users, whose information is stored, as well as companies. Current legislation requires service providers to properly handle data and ensure users’ privacy. However, there are many examples of errors that have led to the disclosure of private information and, hence, it is apparent that legislation alone cannot solve the problem. Consequently, the task of finding and repairing the security and privacy weaknesses of ubiquitous real-world recommender systems is a must. This requires of a multi-disciplinary approach, which combines expertise in fields as diverse as privacy protection, recommender systems, data mining, location privacy, etc. Strong interaction between these different disciplines is not only beneficial but essential. Privacy preserving techniques (e.g., statistical disclosure control, privacy preserving data mining, location privacy, etc.) might be studied to address the privacy issues derived from the wide adoption of ubiquitous computing, which is able to collect data from people almost everywhere at any time.

In the CF field, we need to tackle specific issues related to privacy. For instance, customers, who believe that their preferences/profiles may be exposed, could not give their rating on an item or, give it incorrectly or distorted [3]. This user behaviour, derived from the feeling of lack of privacy, results in a reduction of both the number of ratings as well as their quality. Another drawback is that companies can acquire data about the preferences of many users in a specific domain/market and obtain a big advantage over new competitors if they decide to expand to other markets. Moreover, the existence of large monopolies on the Internet (e.g., Google, Amazon) is another clear disadvantage, so users’ data could be transferred amongst different parties, which are managed by the same large companies, without the users’ awareness. All this is exacerbated in the recommender systems field, where sparse, high-dimensional datasets need to be processed. In the long term, this lack of security and privacy will strongly damage businesses as well as the society as a whole. As a conclusion, we need to deal with a trade-off between privacy, recommendation’s accuracy and computational time. In order to address the privacy issues raised by the systematic collection of private information, which is required for the proper use of CF, current research focuses on Privacy Preserving Collaborative Filtering (PPCF) methods [5].

The aim of this talk is to provide the audience with a comprehensive overview of CF and its lack of privacy. We will point out the existing trade-off between accuracy and privacy. Moreover, we will show the results of comparing three PPCF methods based on well-known SDC techniques such as noise addition [6] and microaggregation [4, 6], in order to demonstrate that it is possible to meet two (apparently) contradictory goals: privacy preservation and recommendation accuracy.

This work is directly related with COST Action IC1403, specifically with WG4: Security and Privacy Analysis of Real-World Systems.
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Session V: Cryptanalysis of primitives

“Distinguishing iterated encryption”
Eran Lambooij

Suppose that Alice and Bob want to increase their security while communicating with each other. They decide to use a block cipher and encrypt their messages twice with the same key instead of once. It is obvious that this does not increase their security, but will it decrease their security? In this presentation an answer is given to this question, and a more generalized version of it.

A block cipher can be described as a family of permutations indexed by a secret key. The size of this family of permutations almost always is significantly smaller than the set of all possible permutations given the block size of the cipher. This is always the case when the block size and the key size of the cipher are roughly equal. Nevertheless, distinguishing a cipher from a random function generating permutations is hard in the general case when given a limited number of queries.

When a cipher can be decomposed into repeated iterations of the same permutation it can be viewed as a squared (or higher power) permutation. This paper studies the structures introduced by ciphers generating squared (or higher power) permutations. By using these structures it is shown that the cipher can be distinguished from a random family of permutations.

Several new distinguishers are introduced and these distinguishers are experimentally verified. After that the expected number of chosen plaintext ciphertext pairs needed for the distinguishers to work is proven. The distinguishers can be used to break schemes such as 8K+1 DES. Moreover, the work in this paper can be extended to functions generating random functions, which at this moment is work in progress.

In the presentation the results from the paper will be presented. The paper is joint work with Orr Dunkelman, Tanja Lange and Nathan Keller and is still work in progress. The results are mainly described in my master’s thesis (chapter 6).

“On Security Enhancement of Lightweight Encryption Employing Error Correction Coding and Simulators of Channels with Synchronization Errors”
Miodrag J. Mihajević

A number of approaches have been reported on employment of results from coding theory for design of symmetric-key encryption schemes. Mainly, security of these coding based encryption proposals has not been properly proven, and some of the proposals have been broken. For example the coding based crypto system proposed in [1] has been broken as reported in [2]. On the other, different approaches of employment coding theory for design secure encryption (in certain evaluation scenarios) have been discussed in [3, 4, 5]; These approaches are focused towards security enhancement of lightweight encryption schemes. According to the reported results two main paradigms for coding based security enhancement have been shown in Figure 3.

It is important to note that the both paradigm, I & II, can be employed for security enhancement of stream ciphers, but only paradigm II can be employed for security enhancement of block ciphers. Figure 4 displays a particular instantiation of the paradigm II. This talk discusses security and the implementation issues of the scheme displayed in Figure 4. Regarding the implementation issues, employment of the raptor codes [6, 7], is considered.
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Figure 3: Paradigms for the security enhancement.

Figure 4: A particular security enhancement.


“An Improved Cryptanalysis of Lightweight Stream Cipher Grain-v1”,
Miodrag J. Mihaljević, Nishant Sinha, Sugata Gangopadhyay, Subhamoy Maitra, Goutam Paul and Kanta Matsuura

Grain-v1 has attracted significant attention and a number of results on its security evaluation has been reported (see for example [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]).

This talk provides additional insights on Grain-v1 security based on its sampling resistance and proposes dedicated time-memory-data trade-off (TMD-TO) approaches for the internal state recovering which employs the guess-and-determine paradigm. Dedicated approaches are proposed for constructing algebraic equations which provide recovering $l$ bits of an internal state of Grain-v1 when $l$-bits keystream segment is given and remaining 160-$l$ bits of internal state are assumed. The filter function of Grain-v1 provides that fixing relatively a few input variables reduces it to either a quadratic or a linear function so that suitable equations can be constructed. A conditional TMD-TO approach built over the decimated sample with segments beginning with the same prefix, and its generalization based on employment of multiple patterns for the sampling are proposed and employed for the internal state recovery.

Generally speaking, our basic idea is as follows. Consider that the state size is $L$. We try to observe a few bits (say $a$) of the keystream, and consider that certain bits (say $b$) of the internal state are fixed to a specific pattern. Then with this information, we try to obtain some more bits (say $c$) of the internal state. The rest of the bits in the internal state $d = L - b - c$ are either exhaustively searched or may be obtained by suitable TMD-TO attack. This is some kind of “glimpse” of the internal state of Grain-v1.

The talk shows that dedicated guess-and-determine approach, sampling and employment of multiple sample patterns provides additional gains in comparison with a straightforward employment of the traditional TMD-TO techniques and BSW sampling based ones.

Two generic approaches for cryptanalysis employing guess-and-determine and dedicated TMD-TO based attacks are pointed out and analyzed: The first approach employs dedicated guess- and-determine and a conditional TMD-TO with BSW sampling, and the second one is its generalization where the sampling points correspond to multiple patterns, i.e. different prefixes of the sample segments. The second approach provides additional flexibility for setting the trade-off options and provides success of the attack when the available sample is too short for performing the first approach. We propose techniques for recovering a part of Grain-v1 internal state based on assumption of the remaining one and given prefix of the corresponding output, i.e. employing a guess-and-determine paradigm. First, a dedicated TMD-TO based cryptanalysis employing a single-prefix pattern is proposed and discussed, and its generalization when multiple-prefixes patterns are employed is presented later on. Finally, a comparative discussion and the conclusions are given.
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Session VI: Cryptanalysis of protocols

"Loophole: Timing Attacks on SharedEvent Loops in Chrome",
Pepe Vila and Boris Köpf

Event-driven programming (EDP) is the prevalent paradigm for graphical user interfaces, web clients, and it is rapidly gaining importance for server-side and network programming. Central components of EDP are event loops, which act as FIFO queues that are used by processes to store and dispatch messages received from other processes.

In this paper we demonstrate that shared event loops are vulnerable to side-channel attacks, where a spy process monitors the loop usage pattern of other processes by enqueueing events and measuring the time it takes for them to be dispatched. Specifically, we exhibit attacks against the two central event loops in Google’s Chrome web browser: that of the I/O thread of the host process, which multiplexes all network events and user actions, and that of the main thread of the renderer processes, which handles rendering and Javascript tasks.

For each of these loops, we show how the usage pattern can be monitored with high resolution and low overhead, and how this can be abused for malicious purposes, such as web page identification, user behavior detection, and covert communication.

“How (not) to use TLS between 3 parties”
Karthikeyan Bhargavan, Ioana Boureanu, Pierre-Alain Fouque, Cristina Onete and Benjamin Richard

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is designed to allow two parties, a client and a server, to communicate securely over an insecure network. However, when TLS connections are proxied through an intermediate “middlebox”, like a Content Delivery Network (CDN), it does not follow that the standard end-to-end security guarantees of the protocol would necessarily apply. Moreover, the formal models in which authenticated key-exchange protocols, like TLS, have been analysed, also take into consideration just the 2-party setting and do not trivially extend to the case of more than two-parties being legitimately involved in the same execution.

In this talk, we will develop on the security guarantees of Keyless SSL, a CDN architecture currently deployed by CloudFlare that composes two TLS 1.2 handshakes to obtain one proxied TLS connection – which therefore has 3 active parties involved within: a client, an end-server and a proxying CDN. We will demonstrate several attacks onto Keyless SSL; we will see that these attacks apply unfortunately to all versions proposed for Keyless SSL, that is when Keyless SSL is running mainly TLS 1.2 in RSA-mode, but also when it is based on TLS 1.2 in DHE-mode. Some attacks can be seen as forward-secrecy attacks which become possible only when the 2-party TLS-setting is extended to this 3-party CDN-driven setting, others are cross-protocol attacks due to the minimal visibility that the end-server has into what the CDN is actually querying for, in Keyless SSL. In any case, we will show that Keyless SSL fails to meet even its very intended security goals.

We will discuss our proposed adaptation of the Keyless-SSL design, which we can proven secure. We will argue that handshakes in proxied TLS/authenticated key-exchange require a new, stronger, 3-party security model and a set of additional security requirements too. We will give some glimpse into our new security model: i.e., 3(S)ACCE, a generalization of the 2-party ACCE model that has been used in several previous proofs for TLS. Our modified versions of Keyless SSL for TLS 1.2, as well as our proposed, new version of Keyless SSL based on TLS 1.3, are proven secure in this new 3(S)ACCE model.

Our discussion will indicate that proxied TLS architectures, as currently used by a number of CDNs, may be vulnerable to subtle attacks (against channel-security and not only), and therefore deserve close attention. This is all the more relevant, since architectures like Keyless SSL are being IETF-standardised as we speak: https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-mglt-lurk-tls-use-cases-02.
Random number generation is critical to many security applications. Trustworthy, and reliable generation of random numbers is essential to the integrity of cryptosystems and authentication protocols. Innovation in this field is constant, and has led to the development of many different entropy harvesting and random number generation methods. A specific class of hardware random number generators, optical Quantum Random Number Generators (QRNG), has been the focus of our current research. The devices we have studied include Quantis 16M pci-e, Quantis 4M pci-e, and Quantis USB, all produced by ID Quantique.

Quantum random number generation is of interest, due to the inherent and theoretically inviolable unpredictability of quantum phenomena [1]. Optical QRNG relies on the inherent quantum properties of photons as a source of randomness [2]. Single photons are emitted, towards a semitransparent element. This element (a polarising beam splitter) has an approximately 50% chance of reflecting the photon towards one single photon detector or allowing it to pass through, towards another detector. These detectors can be interpreted as the values 0 and 1, with detections triggering the appropriate bit value. Theoretically, this should provide a random bit-stream that benefits from the inherent randomness of this quantum phenomenon.

The reality, as highlighted by Frauchiger, Renner and Troyer, is not so simple. They state that an imperfect device may be subject to influence from its environment, physical characteristics and other factors [3]. So-called side-information may introduce bias into the ostensibly random output of an imperfect device. Such information may be known to observers due to its presence in the environment or device. We observe such biases in our work and identify a variety of statistical tests that the raw output stream performs exceedingly poorly on.

Post-processing of the output, using algorithms keyed to the side-information most likely to affect a given device, is suggested as a means to extract randomness from the raw bit-stream. Improvements were observed, but some interesting statistical flaws were observed in some samples. Serial correlation tests for a small set of samples reported weak or very weak results despite post-processing. Our research is ongoing, with the study of larger post-processed files a priority. Inspired by previous research by Dodis et al. concerning the impossibility of cryptography with imperfect randomness [4], we hypothesise that the post-processing algorithm can only mitigate the inherent bias of the raw stream, not remove it entirely.

Post-processing is computation and memory intensive. It is possible to harvest a post-processed stream directly from a Quantis device, but this reduces the listed speed by 75%, far below the advertised high-speed randomness claimed in the online marketing material and paraphernalia shipped with each device. It is also post-processed off-device: data is collected raw, then post-processed in software (non-AIS31 Quantis hardware does not provide this by default).

SK Telecom announced, July 2017, that they are in the late stage of producing IoT-scale QRNG devices. Although they use LED photon-emission counting (Quantum Shot Noise) instead of polarisation as a method for harvesting entropy, the points made by Frauchiger et al. stand. Our own observations of Quantis devices have shown that the raw stream fails many key tests of true randomness.

Without the appropriate implementation of hardware post-processing, it is likely that a small-scale QRNG will suffer similar issues. There are strong suggestions that quantum random number generation is not trustworthy in its raw state, and that IoT platforms may suffer from a lack of resources for robust post-processing techniques. IoT-scale QRNG must be subject to stringent design guidelines and testing, which we seek to inform through our analysis of raw and post-processed data. Furthermore, we posit that the advertised speed of hardware RNG should be based on their post-processed output speed, instead of the frequently flawed raw device output.
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Special session: Tools

“Open-source tooling for differential power analysis”,
Cees-Bart Breunesse and Ilya Kizhvatov

Differential power analysis and related techniques have been a subject of public research for almost twenty years. This research field is rich in methods and techniques, but not in publicly available state-of-the-art tools. We would like to discuss this issue and present an experimental high performance open-source toolkit for DPA, along with a basic comparison of the tools.

“Backdoor Detection Tools for the Working Analyst”,
Sam Thomas

Complex embedded devices are becoming ever prevalent in our everyday lives, yet only a very small amount of people consider the potential security and privacy implications of attaching such a device to our home, business and government networks. As demonstrated through recent publications from academia and blog posts from numerous industry figures, these devices are plagued by poor design choices with regard to end-user security. What’s even more worrying are reports of manufacturers inserting backdoor-like functionality into the production firmware of those devices.

Suppose your employer tasks you with assessing the security of such a device. Suppose you’re given only a few hours to complete that assessment. With no formal specification of functionality, no access to program source code and limited time, what can you do? In this talk, we deal with that very scenario. We describe two tools we’ve developed to perform lightweight analysis of Linux-based embedded device firmware. We demonstrate their effectiveness in finding undocumented functionality and backdoors in a number of consumer devices and show how they perform in a lightweight manner with respect to execution time – whilst lessening the expertise required to perform analysis of embedded device firmware.

“Avatar$^2$ - Enhancing Binary Firmware Security Analysis with Dynamic Multi-Target Orchestration”,
Marius Muench

Avatar$^2$ is an open source framework for dynamic analysis of binary firmware. At its core, it utilizes dynamic multi-target orchestration to enable a shared and synchronized analysis of firmware inside multiple tools, such as GDB, OpenOCD, Qemu, PANDA or angr.

This talk highlights the challenges for binary firmware analysis, presents the general architecture and benefits of the Avatar$^2$ framework, and provides a practical example for the tool’s usage.